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In a risk averse world 
Down 15% from an early May peak, the Sensex has seen a sharper 
correction than regional peers. With tightening by central banks across 
the globe likely to keep foreign flows volatile, PE compression, rather 
than earnings slowdown, remains the primary near-term risk to the 
market. While market bedrock value is 30% lower than current levels, 
some large caps are closer to stress value, and with core long-term 
themes for the Indian market intact, attractive entry points are emerging. 

Leveraged to foreign flows 
! In 2003-06, India�s share of foreign flows into emerging markets doubled from 

2000-03 levels. Dedicated offshore funds now have assets under management 
(AUM) of US$18bn.    

! Tightening of global liquidity will keep flows volatile. Since domestic funds do not 
have enough power to offset big selling, the market could see further correction.  

! Given India�s c. 2% current account deficit and the large pipeline of new investment 
projects, domestic interest rates could rise faster than our base case (75bps).  

! The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is already in tightening mode. 

Earnings are relatively resilient 
! With most large corporates still under-leveraged, the direct impact of higher 

interest on market earnings is negligible.  
! However, with visible pressure on input costs, a 5ppt slowdown in topline growth 

could see stagnant earnings for the domestic cyclicals universe in FY08. 
! Delays in capex on tighter capital availability could impact medium-term growth. 

PE contraction � Key near-term risk 
! The rally in the Sensex since May 2003 was aided by a 40% rerating of the market, 

as favourable global liquidity conditions boosted the risk appetite of investors. 
! The sell-off in mid-caps reflects waning risk appetite. The rise in volatility will raise 

risk premium for Indian equities, which is still 120bps below average on our DDM. 
! The market is now in a fair value zone, but bedrock value is 30% lower, based on 

top down (CLSA DDM) and bottom-up (stress-case analysis) approaches. 

Profiting in a risk averse world 
! India�s superior long-term growth story is built on structural changes. Key themes 

are outsourcing, investment and consumption supported by agricultural reforms.  
! The recent sell-off has brought some large caps near stress-case value. 
! Our top BUYs are Bajaj Auto, HLL, ICICI Bank, BHEL and Infosys. 

A follow up to our 
CLSA Stress TestTM 

See our new CLSA 
Stress TestTM report 
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 In a risk averse world 
The Sensex is off 15% from its recent highs, and like most global markets, 
the fall has been triggered by a combination of rising risk premia and 
expectations of a further rise in interest rates, rather than significant changes 
in earnings estimates. In the short-term, signals on these two factors will 
determine the trajectory of equity valuations and clearly there is room for 
markets to overshoot on the downside. The India equity story has been 
fuelled by a surge in foreign inflows and a boom in credit-led consumption. 
Markets will thus closely look for cues on global risk appetite, domestic 
monetary policy and early warning signals on domestic consumer appetite.  

We have built a four-stage dividend discount model (DDM) for the Sensex, in 
an attempt to model the movement of the market during the past six years. 
The model suggests that a 1ppt change in risk free rate or risk premium will 
result in an 18% fall in the Sensex fair value. Thus, even small changes in 
interest rate expectations can potentially have a magnified impact on stock 
prices, best illustrated by the moves in world equity markets in the past few 
weeks. For high growth markets such as India, a DDM usually provides a 
conservative estimate of fair value since dividend payouts are relatively low. 
Thus we would see our current DDM-based value for the Sensex, which at 
7,607 is 30% lower than current levels, as a measure of bedrock valuation.  

An alternative approach that we have followed is to perform a stress test 
analysis for all thirty constituents of the Sensex, to arrive at a bottom-up 
�stress-case� target for the Sensex, in line with a regional exercise. The stress 
values, based on the assumption of a decline of 5% in FY08 revenue from our 
existing forecast, appropriate Ebitda margin decline and firmer interest rates 
and a reversion of valuation multiples to the five-year adjusted mean, 
indicate 20% downside to the Sensex. In a scenario of extreme risk aversion, 
where valuation multiples may fall to one standard deviation below the mean, 
the Sensex value would, however, fall to 7,136, or 33% below current levels.   

While clearly the next few months could be rocky for the Indian market, 
longer-term investors will likely find attractive entry opportunities in stocks 
that ride the core themes; outsourcing, investment and consumption 
supported by agricultural reforms - in the longer-term India growth story. The 
CLSA Economics team believes that India, with a strong domestic growth 
story, will hold-up well in a environement of weaker global growth in 2007; 
their forecast of 7.8% Indian GDP growth in FY08 place the country at the top 
of Asian league table by far.  

The recent sell-off has brought some large caps near stress-case value. In 
fact, share prices of 36% of large cap stocks under our coverage are below 
levels corresponding to the Sensex at 8,000. Our top BUYs, Bajaj Auto, HLL, 
ICICI Bank, BHEL and Infosys, are plays on the three pillars of the longer-
term India growth story and barring BHEL (which offers the highest revenue 
visibility due to outstanding order book at 2.5x FY06 revenue), all are 
currently trading within 15% of stress value. We believe therein lies the 
opportunity to profit from a period of turbulence. 
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 Leveraged to foreign flows 
We believe the 15% fall in the BSE Sensex from the 10 May peak, 
notwithstanding the recent pullback, reflects the dual impact of a reversal in 
foreign institutional (FII) flows and an unwinding of leveraged forward and 
option (F&O) positions by retail investors.  

With central banks across the globe in tightening mode, foreign selling could 
continue in the near-term, and given the large weight of India dedicated 
money (US$18bn in assets under management (AUM)) raised in 2004-06, the 
Indian market could see further bouts of correction. In the context of a rising 
current account deficit and a big pipeline of new investment projects, 
domestic interest rates could rise quicker than our base case forecast of 
75bps in FY07 (and a further 25bps in FY08).  

F&O excesses have been unwound  
The sharper fall of the Indian market, relative to most other emerging 
markets, can be attributed to the unwinding of leveraged positions by retail 
investors in F&O (see Appendix 1 for an extract of our detailed note Wisdom 
or madness of crowds?). The step-up in retail activity in the F&O markets 
(where positions can typically be taken with a 20-25% margin payment) had 
given rise to high arbitrage spreads (+15% annualised returns even for some 
liquid large-caps), which reflected in FIIs taking short positions in futures and 
corresponding long positions in the cash market. On a net basis (cash + 
futures), YTD FII buying until end-April was a marginal US$500m. 

Figure 1  Figure 2 

Unwinding of F&O positions since April  FIIs were selling futures and buying cash 
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With the turn in sentiment, the narrowing in arbitrage spreads triggered off 
rapid unwinding of positions, with the consequent impact on the cash market. 
With open interest in the F&O segment now down to US$5.9bn (similar to 
mid-2005 levels), or +50% off the early May peak of US$12bn, the market 
appears less vulnerable. In June-06, FIIs have been net buyers in the cash as 
well as F&O segments.  

FII flows will be crucial for market performance 
However, with the three times rise in the Sensex since mid-2003 being driven 
by a steady inflow from FIIs, including a large number of first time entrants, 
the direction of FII flows � at a time of rising global risk aversion � will be a 
crucial determinant of the near-term trajectory of the Indian market. 
Although participation from domestic investors has picked-up significantly 

Unwinding of F&O 
positions exacerbated 

 the fall 
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ago levels 

Domestic fund flows will 
not be able to offset any 
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 (YTD net buying in cash equities by domestic mutual funds has been 
US$2.68bn, versus US$2.64bn by FIIs), this class of investor remains too 
small to offset a significant turnaround in flows by FIIs. As of March 2006 
(last reported data), domestic mutual funds held 3.1% of the market, 
compared to the 19.3% holding of FIIs (including through ADRs/GDRs).  

Figure 3  Figure 4 

Net buying by FIIs, domestic MFs  Market ownership pattern 
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Between May-2003 and April-2006, when the Sensex rose c.3x, the Indian 
market received US$29.5bn of net inflow from FIIs, an average of 
US$800m/month or six times the historical mean. Flows were driven by 
discovery of the �India growth story� by a far wider universe of global 
investors, as reflected in the doubling of the number of FIIs registered with 
the market regulator SEBI during this period. India at this time accounted for 
13.5% of net flows into a basket of the key emerging markets, well above the 
average of 4% share for the preceding three year period. 

Figure 5 

Foreign flows into India, emerging market¹ equities  
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Philippines in addition to India. Source: Bloomberg, CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets  

The steady inflows into equities reflected in the 40% rerating of the market, 
to a 25-30% premium to the Asia ex-Japan average. Based on our dividend 
discount model (DDM), we calculate the implied equity risk premium is still 
120bps lower than the historic average of 6.1% for the 2001-06 period, and 
+8% before the bull rally commenced in mid-2003.  

Foreign flows in 2003-06 
into India were well 

above the historical norm 

Risk aversion levels are 
still moderate 
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Figure 6 

Implied equity risk premium for the Indian market¹ 
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Flows into emerging markets likely to remain volatile 
Looking at past correlation between emerging market flow and US treasury 
yields, further outflows from emerging markets appear likely. Emerging 
market bond spreads, at 220bps compared to 6ppt in the 2000-02 period, 
suggest that risk aversion levels are far from peaking. Continued tightening 
by central banks in the US Europe and Japan will dampen risk appetite and 
spur outflows from emerging market equities.  

Figure 7  Figure 8 

UST and EM flows  EM bond yield spread 
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Entry of new investors has raised volatility in FII flows  
The past two years has seen significant buying by India-dedicated funds 
raised in the likes of Japan, Korea and Europe � all of which had relatively low 
exposure to India in the past. This is visible in the quick scale-up in assets 
under management (AUM) of offshore India-dedicated funds to a current 
US$18bn, from just US$3bn in early 2004. The relatively lower predictability 
in the response of first-time investors, to any �accident� in global or local 
markets adds to the potential volatility.  
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Figure 9  Figure 10 

AUM of India-dedicated offshore funds  FII inflows through P-notes 
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A significant share of new inflows also came from hedge funds, arbitrage 
desks and proprietary books of securities funds through participatory notes 
(P-notes). In May this year, SEBI observed that nearly 50% of foreign flows 
were coming in through P-notes, versus 22-24% a couple of years ago. The 
enhanced exposure of hedge funds to the market raises the risk of a sharp 
reversal in flows in the event of a swing in global risk aversion. The possibility 
of adverse regulatory action too cannot be ruled out. While SEBI has often 
expressed the view that these flows need to be monitored to prevent illegal 
inflows from Indian residents, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) too has in the 
past expressed concern on the impact of these flows on forex management.  

Potential for a spike in domestic interest rates  
The impact of a turn in capital inflows on domestic rates could be stronger 
than in the past, given the pressures on the current account, which returned 
to deficit in FY05, after three years of surplus, and upswing in credit demand 
as corporate India kicks off new expansion projects.  

Markets still sanguine about domestic liquidity 
The yield on benchmark 10-year government bonds has risen 63bps to 8.1% 
since the start of the correction, which suggests that the market is only 
factoring in the impact of firming global interest rates and is not seeing any 
significant medium-term impact on domestic credit liquidity. The spread 
versus US treasury yields, at 290bps, remains well below historical averages.  

Figure 11 

Indian and US government bond yields  
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 For FY06, India ran a trade deficit of US$50bn, or 6.5% of GDP, as the 
booming domestic economy drove import growth (29%) well ahead of exports 
(24% higher). Some 64% of the growth in non-oil imports was driven by four 
categories with 19% each for imports of machinery/capital goods and 
electronic parts (largely for use in computers and mobile phones). With the 
corporate investment cycle just getting underway, capital goods imports are 
likely to remain high. Likewise the rapid growth in imports of electronic goods 
and consumer items being driven by the combination of liberalised trade 
policy and changing consumer aspirations should be sustained. We expect the 
current account deficit for FY07/FY08 to remain at 2.2-1.9% of GDP.  

Figure 12  Figure 13 

India � Trend in current account  Trend in balance of payments 
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In this backdrop, a reversal in capital inflows (2.3% of GDP for FY06) can lead 
to fairly meaningful pressure on domestic liquidity. Between Nov-05 and Mar-
06, long bond yields hardened 42bps due to the combined impact of surging 
credit demand and scheduled redemption of US$7bn India Millennium Bonds 
(IMDs) in Dec-05. In fact, some leading banks pushed up their lending rates 
by as much as 200bps during this period.  

Investment upturn will keep credit demand buoyant  
Meanwhile, the Indian banking system is already feeling the strain of buoyant 
demand for credit from the retail as well as corporate segments. In FY06, 
loan growth was a strong 33%, well ahead of deposit growth of 18%. With 
surplus investments of banks virtually run down and with regulations 
mandating a 25% statutory liquidity ratio (credit-deposit ratio is now at 
c.70%), banks will not be able to sustain even the current rate of growth. 

During FY02-06, much of the incremental demand for credit was driven by 
the retail segment. However, with corporates coming back into an investment 
phase, we now see this segment, which still accounts for >60% of banking 
system advances, driving credit demand for the next few years. With capacity 
utilisation in key manufacturing sectors at 80-100%, corporates are taking up 
greenfield/brownfield projects to meet future demand. 
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Figure 14  Figure 15 

India � Credit growth trend  Upturn in corporate credit demand 
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In the manufacturing sector, the pipeline of investment projects likely to be 
executed in the next 3-4 years has swelled to US$190bn. Adding to this the 
expected US$200-300bn spend on infrastructure during the next five year 
period, the annual demand for credit from these sectors alone could swell to 
c.US$60bn � about 50% above that in FY06. The hardening in interest rates 
in recent months is unlikely to result in any significant erosion in this pipeline, 
since ROEs remain significantly higher than cost of equity for a broad cross-
section of the Indian corporate sector.  

Figure 16  Figure 17 

Trend in investment proposals  ROE higher than cost of equity¹ 
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The RBI is already in tightening mode 
The Reserve Bank of India�s monetary policy stance has been hawkish since 
2H FY06. The RBI has been concerned about the pace of credit growth 
(indicating comfort with a 20% rate of growth) as well as a �substantial 
increase in asset prices�; in addition to raising repo rates (the rate at which 
the RBI infuses liquidity into the system) and reverse repo rates (to suck out 
liquidity) by a cumulative 75bps since Oct-05, it has raised risk weight on 
certain categories of retail loans and enhanced standard provisioning 
requirement on the capital market, commercial real estate and high ticket 
mortgages.  

The RBI has also stated that its policy will increasingly be driven by 
developments in the global economy rather than the domestic economic 
environment. The first signal of this shift was its 25bps hike in reverse repo 
rates to 5.75% on 8 June, outside of its quarterly monetary policy statement. 
This was in response to similar hikes announced by the European Central 
Bank and Central Banks in Korea and Thailand.  

Project pipeline 
continues to swell 

The RBI has adopted a 
hawkish stance . . . 

. . . and will follow global 
cues on monetary policy 
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Figure 18 

Reserve Bank of India reverse repo rate 
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FDI � The wild card  
Over the medium-term, a step-up in FDI could significantly ease the situation 
on the balance of payments and support domestic liquidity. Notwithstanding 
the surge in foreign portfolio flows over the past couple of years, FDI has 
remained low at c.1% of GDP and has been less than a tenth of the flows into 
China. The first signals of a step-up in foreign direct investment into capital 
intensive manufacturing activity, rather than the traditional services/R&D 
investments, are visible. Entry of foreign players into infrastructure sectors, 
where the environment for investment has become more conducive, can lead 
to a quick ramp-up in overall FDI inflows.  

Big investments planned by global technology companies  
During his recent visit to India, IBM's chairman and chief executive, Samuel 
Palmisano, announced a plan for IBM to invest US$6bn in India � equivalent 
to India�s current annual FDI inflow - in the next three years. This follows 
similar announcements by Microsoft, Intel and Cisco, which in aggregate, 
could spend a total of US$3.8bn in India in the next few years. The 
emergence of India as a leading market for some products has also prompted 
investments into manufacturing; Nokia, which sees India as the world�s 
second largest market for handsets by 2010, set-up its first manufacturing 
facility in India in early 2006 and is already operating at full capacity.  

Infrastructure � Environment now appears more conducive  
More chunky investments can happen if foreign companies start to believe in 
India�s potential as a resource base, or seek to participate in the big 
opportunities in building up India�s infrastructure. In 2005, Asia�s leading steel 
company, POSCO, announced its plan to set up a 12mt, US$10bn greenfield 
steel plant in the iron-ore rich state of Orissa. While these large investments 
in manufacturing will involve some investment in building associated 
infrastructure, we also see concerted government efforts towards attracting 
foreign participation in building-up India�s infrastructure. Foreign participation 
in just two of the seven planned ultra-megapower plants (4,000MW each) 
that are expected to be awarded before mid 2007, can translate into 
US$2.5bn of FDI inflow.  
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 Earnings are relatively resilient  
A 100-200bps rise in interest rates will not have a significant impact on 
overall market earnings growth, although some weaker small cap companies 
could see meaningful downward revision in forecasts. In contrast to the 
situation that prevailed during the last phase of aggressive monetary 
tightening (1995-96), India Inc is now underleveraged; even companies 
embarking on large expansion projects are endeavouring to contain net 
gearing well below 100%. However, costs of labour and other key inputs have 
been rising and a 5-7ppt slowdown in topline growth, due to tighter monetary 
policy, could result in stagnation in earnings for domestic cyclicals in FY08, 
versus our current forecast of 18% growth.  

India Inc � Low gearing limits direct earnings impact 
The aggressive restructuring of businesses during FY96-02 and the 
consequent upswing in profitability has resulted in a significant improvement 
in balance sheets of India Inc. For Sensex companies, aggregate net gearing 
for FY07 is forecast at -4.6% (-6.8% for FY08); for the CLSA coverage 
universe of large cap companies too, the ratio was a strong -0.4% (-4.7% for 
FY08). Thus the direct impact of a quick 100bps rise in interest rates on 
overall Sensex earnings will be negligible.  

Figure 19  Figure 20 

Interest coverage for CLSA universe¹  Net gearing for Sensex 
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For a broader universe of companies such as the +8,000 tracked by CMIE 
(77% aggregate gearing at end-FY05), the impact would be somewhat higher, 
at 3-5%. At the company level, however, one could see significant downside 
to earnings for some corporates that had raised money through foreign 
currency convertible bonds (FCCBs). With most FCCBs issued now well below 
conversion prices, a likely change in Indian accounting standards for 
expensing of FCCBs, so as to align with international GAAP, can result in 10-
20% impact to FY07 EPS. Currently, most Indian companies write off the 
premium payable on redemption, if any, from shareholder reserves at the 
time of redemption, rather than amortising through the P&L.  

Large companies remain 
underleveraged 

A change in FCCB 
expensing norms will hit 

many corporates� P&L 
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Figure 21 

Table of earnings impact for key issuers of foreign currency convertible bonds (FCCBs) 

 Mkt cap 
(US$m) 

FCCB issue 
amount 
(US$m) 

Issue 
date 

Maturity 
(years)

CMP 
(Rs)

Conversion 
price 

(Rs/share)

CMP / 
Conversion 

price (%) 

Coupon 
(%) 

YTM 
(%)

FY07 
impact 

(%)

Aban Loyd 775 100 Feb 06 5 968 40% premium  - 4.00 (10.5)

Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. 659 60 Aug 05 5 598 522 115 - 6.95 (16.2)

Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. 659 200 May 06 5 598 1,014 59  6.00

Bajaj Hindusthan 1,263 120 Jan 06 5 412 465 88 - 6.00 (4.0)

Bharat Forge 1,566 60 Apr 05 5 325 336 97 0.50 5.25

Bharat Forge 1,566 60 Apr 05 5 325 384 85 0.50 5.75

Bharat Forge 1,566 40 Mar 06 6 325 604 54 - 6.00

Bharat Forge 1,566 40 Mar 06 7 325 690 47 - 6.50 (9.3)

Bharti 15,210 100  5 370 232 159 - 2.25 (1.0)

HDFC 5,425 500 Aug 05 5 807 1,399 58 - 4.62 (6.0)

India Cement 777 75 May 06 5 160 305 53 - 7.90 (12.4)

Jain Irrigation 272 60 Mar 06 5 215 346 62 - 6.75 (13.1)

L&T 6,762 125 Nov 04 5 2,268 1,123 202 4.00 4.00

L&T 6,762 100 Jan 06 5 2,268 2,498 91 - 0.70 Negligible

Lupin Limited 743 100 Jan 06 5 855 1,134 75 - 6.05 (11.8)

M&M 3,128 100 May 04 5 621 324 192 - 3.25

M&M 3,128 200 Apr 06 5 621 922 67 - 5.00 (5.1)

McDowell 866 100 Mar 06 5 425 858 50 2.00 6.90 (7.7)

Ranbaxy 2,890 440 Feb 06 5 357 716 50  4.80 (15.7)

REI Agro 86 32.2 Jul 05 5 103 161 64 1.50 6.30 (3.7)

Sun Pharma 3,410 350 Nov 04 5 758 729 104 - 4.61 (10.0)

Tata Motors 6,653 300 Apr 04 7 801 780 103 1.00 2.25

Tata Motors 6,653 100 Feb 06 5 801 1,001 80 - (0.15) (0.8)

Tata Power 2,073 200 Feb 05 5 483 586 82 1.00 3.88 (0.5)

Wockhardt  872 110 Oct 04 5 370 486 76 - 5.30 (8.2)

Zee 2,334 100 Oct 04 5 261 197 132 0.50 3.50 (1.8)

Note: To then prevailing price with a floor of Rs1,000/share. Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets  

Slowdown in credit-led consumption partly built in 
A 100bps rise in rates will impact (monthly) cost of purchasing a house by 
c.6%. The combination of a sudden jump in interest rates (due to the factors 
discussed in the earlier section) and rising input costs could, however, result 
in a considerable slackening in growth rates. During FY06, domestic sales 
growth of passenger cars slowed to 5%, from 14% in FY05, as manufacturers 
hiked prices by 7-8% to pass on cost pressures arising from higher metal 
prices and revised emission standards. A 200 bps point rise in interest rates 
will lead to a 5% increase in purchase cost, which could result in a slowdown 
in growth rates from a forecast 15% to c.10%. 

Our earnings models build in some moderation in growth rates in FY08. 
However, we do not see a sustained reversal in buying trends, since much of 
the growth in demand for mortgages and consumer loans is arising from 
longer-term structural changes such as the emergence of a large outsourcing 
industry, changing consumer attitudes (the rise of a generation of boomers) 
and growing penetration in semi-urban and rural India.  

A quick rise in rates can 
impact demand 

Some moderation in 
growth rates already 

 built in 
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Figure 22  Figure 23 

EMI on home loans  Growth in mortgages, 2-wheeler sales 
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From a point of view of overall Sensex earnings growth, in FY07, the factors 
to watch for will be any big swings in earnings in financials (17% of 
incremental growth in FY07), petrochem (15%), autos (11%), pharma (only 
8%, but a high 102% YoY growth assumed here). Although software is 
actually the biggest contributor (18%) to earnings growth, we do not expect 
the swing to be significant, although stocks could react to disappointments 
relative to expectations/guidance.  

Figure 24  Figure 25 

Sectoral earnings growth of Sensex  Break-up of EPS growth in FY07 
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Cost base has moved up 
With its return to a phase of strong growth, corporate India has seen its cost 
base build-up in recent years. Companies such as BHEL that had trimmed 
manpower by 25% during the lean years of FY99-02 are now back at the 
hiring table, as the build-up in order book has necessitated augmentation of 
resources. For the CLSA Universe of domestic cyclicals, employee costs rose 
17% YoY in 4Q FY06, slower than revenue growth of 21% YoY, but well ahead 
of the average of 8% YoY for the past twenty quarters. Pressure on wages 
remain high, and are visible in higher annual salary increases in the IT sector, 
big revisions in pay scales in the industry (L&T has raised salaries for its 
engineers by 2.5x over the past four years) and regional compensation 
surveys.  

In addition, there has been escalation in costs for key heads of expense such 
as fuel, freight and travel. The Indian corporate sector is now clearly 
approaching the next phase of �curly dees� in the profit cycle, where the rise 
in costs, in the face of slowing topline growth, would result in a significant 
deceleration in profit growth. 

Earnings slowdown in 
domestic and global 

cyclicals is built in 

Widespread pressure on 
staff cost, raw material 

inputs 
 

Cost of purchase is rising, 
as interest rates move up 

Sensex earnings � three 
sectors account for 51% 

Costs have increased 
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Figure 26  Figure 27 

Growth in employee expense¹  Trend in material cost¹ 
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Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets  

  

For domestic cyclicals, our current forecasts reflect a slowdown in aggregate 
profit to a 24% Cagr over FY06-08 (42% Cagr over FY02-06). With costs 
relatively inflexible, a slowdown in forecast topline growth by 5-7ppt in FY07 
and FY08 can result in 22% downside from current FY08 forecast earnings, 
implying virtual earnings stagnation in FY08.  

Figure 28 

Operating profit growth of domestic cyclicals 
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Slowdown in capex can dampen medium-term growth 
India can sustain its high growth trajectory only with significant investment, 
such as in new manufacturing capacity, as well as the physical infrastructure 
required to support higher levels of manufacturing, and growth in the 
agriculture and service sectors.  

Most key manufacturing sectors are operating at 80-100% capacity 
utilisation, implying the need to commence expansion projects, keeping in 
view gestation periods for commissioning new facilities. Unlike in the mid-
1990s, growth projects planned by companies are targeted to be globally 
competitive; hence, we would not be overly concerned that a rise in capital 
cost will bring into question the viability of projects. The flip side, however, is 
that the capital requirements for global scale projects will be significantly 
higher, implying risk of delays in an environment of tighter capital markets.  

Moving towards Stage 3 
of �curly dees� 

Big investment is required 
to support longer-term 

growth 

Capacity utilisation>80% 
for most key industries 

Past the peak of 
the profit cycle? 
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Figure 29 

Sector capacity utilisation in FY05  
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Likewise, funding requirements for new infrastructure projects are huge and 
delays in financial closure could exacerbate capacity constraints and impinge 
on GDP growth. In a risk averse environment, capital providers may be 
reluctant to go with historical benchmarks of returns on infrastructure 
projects (the initial set of road projects awarded on a build-operate-transfer 
basis have provided equity IRRs of +20% to project developers), which could 
hamper speedy kick-off of projects.  

Figure 30 

India�s high growth trajectory will require a big scale-up in infrastructure 
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The risk of a slowdown in capex may not, however, become significant if the 
rise in rates is controlled within 100bps or so. Larger corporates continue to 
borrow at rates that are just one-half those seen during the mid 1990s (when 
even blue-chips such as Tata Steel, L&T, ICICI raised five year bonds at 17%) 
and even for sub-AAA rated corporates, borrowing costs are 10-12%.  

 

Big infrastructure 
 scale-up is planned 

We see risk of delays, 
rather than shelving of 

projects 

A need for new capacity 
in most manufacturing 

sectors 
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 PE contraction � Key near-term risk 
The Sensex rally since May 2003 has been aided by a 40% rerating of the 
market, as favourable global liquidity conditions raised risk appetite and 
attracted new classes of foreign investors to India. Thus the immediate 
impact of rising risk aversion among global investors on the market will be on 
its PE multiples. Our dividend discount model indicates that a 100bps rise in 
interest rates or equity risk premium impacts Sensex fair value by 18%. We 
believe that the market is now moving into the fair value zone. Indeed our 
DDM model and �stress test� analysis of Sensex constituents both suggest 
bedrock value about 30% below current levels.  

Risk appetite waning; volatility will add to risk perception 
With the recent correction in share prices, the PE multiple for the CNX Midcap 
Index is now at a discount to the Nifty 50 index PE, reversing the trend seen 
during the latter part of the bull rally. We see the sharper sell-off in 
small/mid-caps and concept stocks/emerging sectors as a reflection of the 
rise in risk aversion among equity investors. 

Figure 31 

PE multiples for large cap, mid cap indices 
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Figure 32 

Correction in �fancied� sectors and stocks 

Trailing PE (x)  Ticker Price 
(Rs)

Mkt cap 
(US$m)

10 May 06 4 July 06

Correction 
(%)

Concept stocks   

Pantaloon PF IN Equity 1,333 779 113.4 80.6 (28.9)

FT WWTC IN Equity 1,155 1,105 195.8 115.3 (41.1)

Real estate   

Mahindra Gesco MGSCO IN Equity 599 404 169.5 112.6 (33.6)

Bombay Dyeing BD IN Equity 596 500 49.7 36.7 (26.3)

Unitech UT IN Equity 250 4,414 318.3 241.5 (24.1)

Construction   

Nagarjuna Construction NJCC IN Equity 270 607 31.1 22.5 (27.7)

Gammon India GMON IN Equity 357 671 130.9 26.5 (79.7)

IVRCL IVRC IN Equity 229 542 46.7 33.9 (27.3)

L&T LT IN Equity 2,191 6,627 28.4 22.1 (22.1)

Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets  

The valuation premium 
for mid caps has 

vanished . . . 

Steep fall in high PE, 
concept stocks 
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 From an earnings point of view, we do see enhanced risk for small/mid-caps 
in an environment of tighter liquidity and slower growth. Based on data for 
BSE500 companies, we note that while those with >US$500m market cap 
had an average cost of debt of 5% and net gearing of 34%, for companies 
with a market cap of <US$500m, cost of debt was 7.3% and net gearing 
79%. Thus a 100bps rise in interest rates would impact earnings of the set of 
smaller companies by 5.4%, versus 1.7% for the other set. 

Figure 33 

Earnings sensitivity to interest rates by size 
 FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05
Market cap >US$500m   
Net gearing (%) 62.4 57.6 52.3 47.8 39.1 34.1 22.4
Avg cost of debt (%) 9.6 8.8 9.1 9.0 7.6 6.0 5.0
Operating Ebit (Rsbn) 347.0 382.5 462.8 516.0 713.3 832.6 1,103.1
Interest expense (Rsbn) 124.4 116.4 125.9 128.6 105.0 89.2 81.1
Interest as % of Op. Ebit 35.8 30.4 27.2 24.9 14.7 10.7 7.4
Operating PBT (Rsbn) 206.0 247.0 315.4 362.6 567.4 689.1 960.2
Impact of 1% higher debt 
cost on PBT (%) 

  1.7

Market cap <=US$500m   
Net gearing (%) 120.5 111.8 101.9 100.4 107.0 86.7 78.7
Avg cost of debt (%) 11.4 11.7 12.2 11.6 10.0 8.9 7.3
Operating Ebit (Rsbn) 106.3 114.5 119.8 115.4 147.9 185.5 248.7
Interest expense (Rsbn) 73.5 79.8 85.0 79.2 77.0 70.3 66.0
Interest as % of Op. EBIT 69.2 69.7 71.0 68.6 52.1 37.9 26.5
Operating PBT (Rsbn) 24.4 25.2 25.5 27.8 61.3 103.8 166.9
Impact of 1% higher debt 
cost on PBT (%) 

  5.4

Note: Based on BSE500. Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 

We believe that the significant value erosion experienced by FIIs holding 
mid/small-cap stocks will have an adverse impact on their appetite for Indian 
equities. With the breadth of FII ownership of Indian equities having 
expanded significantly over the past two years (FIIs now own >US$50m of 
stock in over 180 companies), the impact of the sharp fall in share prices of 
mid caps (50-60% from the peak, in some cases) has been quite widespread 
and will no doubt affect risk perception for Indian equities.  

Big increase in volatility  
Annualised volatility for the MSCI India Index has risen to 33%, after 
hovering in a 15-18% band since mid-2005. Although volatility in the Indian 
market remains lower than that in some of the other large emerging bourses, 
such as Brazil and Russia, the differential has narrowed. A rise in volatility 
tends to lift investor risk perception, which can be reflected in pressure on PE 
multiples. 

Figure 34  Figure 35 

MSCI India � big increase in volatility . . .  . . . to near levels of Russia and Brazil 
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 Market in the fair value zone  
Following the 18% derating over the past month, the Sensex now trades at a 
one-year forward PE of 16.2x, or close to the historical trading average. 
Earnings yield/bond yield, however, remains below parity.  

Figure 36 

BSE Sensex 12m forward PE bands  
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Relative to regional markets, India�s valuation premium (based on our 
coverage universe) is now 14%. In the context of the market�s 15% 2-year 
EPS Cagr (versus 7.7% for Asia ex-Japan) and superior long-term growth 
prospects, we believe the market is now in the fair value zone.  

Figure 37 

Regional earnings and valuation matrix¹ 
Market PE 06 

(x)
PE 07 

(x)
EPS grth
06 (%)

EPS grth
07 (%)

PB 06 
(x) 

Div yld 
06 (%) 

ROAE 
06 (%)

Net 
gearing 
06 (%)

China 11.7 11.0 16.5 6.3 2.1 3.2 19.7 16.3
Hong Kong 14.1 14.4 (12.4) (2.2) 1.7 3.6 12.4 22.3
Indonesia 12.5 10.5 17.3 18.8 2.6 3.7 22.7 32.9
India 15.7 13.6 14.7 15.0 3.1 1.8 21.7 7.7
Korea 10.3 9.5 (3.4) 9.3 1.4 2.2 14.7 15.6
Malaysia 13.0 11.4 8.5 14.3 1.7 5.2 13.7 43.8
Philippines 12.8 11.3 15.0 13.3 1.9 2.9 15.5 46.1
Singapore 14.7 14.2 (5.0) 3.6 1.9 4.1 13.3 29.6
Thailand 9.7 8.7 1.3 11.5 2.0 4.5 21.8 53.9
Taiwan 13.6 11.5 29.4 17.7 2.1 4.1 16.3 10.6
¹ In local currency. Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 

Is the market near bedrock value?  
Our approach to assess the potential downside, bedrock valuation for the 
market covers top-down as well as bottom-up analyses. First we constructed 
a four-stage dividend discount model for the Sensex covering the past six 
years and performed a sensitivity analysis on key macro variables. 
Separately, we estimated stress case FY08 estimates for all the thirty 
constituents of the Sensex and arrived at a stress-case target price for each 
based on conservative multiples.  

Potential downside to the Sensex, based on these methods, was computed at 
c.30%. However, it should be noted that if the market quickly corrects to 
these levels, the Sensex will be trading at 11.5x FY08CL EPS even on stress-

We employed both top-
down and bottom-up 

approaches 

Bedrock value is about 
30% lower 

Market PE near the 
historical average 

Premium to regional 
markets has contracted 

 to 14% 
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 case assumptions, similar to the rock-bottom PE multiple that prevailed in 
early 2003. Thus if global and domestic conditions hold up better than 
expected, this will clearly provide a good entry point for investors.  

DDM-based model suggests support c.30% below current levels  
We constructed a four-stage dividend discount model (DDM) to calculate fair 
value for Sensex, based on data on Sensex EPS forecasts and macro variables 
at the end of each month during a six year period starting April 2000. Our 
model split the expected dividend stream into three stages.  

! Stage I: The two years forward, explicit forecasts were available. 

! Stage II: The next three years; earnings growth is assumed to remain in 
line with the Cagr for the first two years, no change in payout ratio. 

! Stage III: The next five years; earnings growth settles in line with the 
nominal GDP growth, dividend payout moves towards the sustainable 
payout ratio. 

! Stage IV: Earnings, dividends expand at the expected long-term rate of 
growth (benchmarked to five-year average nominal GDP growth). 

For high growth markets such as India, a DDM usually provides a 
conservative estimate of fair value since dividend payouts are relatively low 
(26-33% payout ratio for India during the reference period). The only 
exceptions are during periods when the risk free-rate proxy is well below 
historical averages. This was the case during the 2003-04 period, when the 
risk-free rate (10-year government bond yield used as a benchmark) was 
more than one standard deviation lower than the mean of 7.6%. In our view, 
the deviation probably reflects the reality that higher risk-free returns were 
available in alternate instruments such as RBI bonds that offered 6.5% tax 
free interest. In fact, plugging in this number into our model, we note that 
the deviation from the actual Sensex would be negligible.  

Figure 38 

Sensex versus DDM Fair value � 2000-06  
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Thus in the current environment of rising interest rates, we would expect the 
fair value estimate from the DDM to provide a support valuation for the 
Sensex. In our estimates, we assumed an equity risk premium of 6%, the 
average for the past six years, which included periods of foreign investor 
apathy due to geopolitical tensions.  

For high growth markets. 
DDM usually provides a 

conservative estimate of 
fair value 

We constructed a DDM 
model based on seventy-
six months of estimates 

DDM provides support 
value of 7,607 
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Figure 39 

Key assumptions for our DDM valuation 

 One-year forward Two-year forward
Stage I  
Notional Sensex EPS (Rs) 664 755
Notional Sensex DPS (Rs) 175 199
Stage II  
DPS Cagr (= EPS Cagr) (%) 16.5 
Stage III  
EPS Cagr (%)  Nominal GDP growth rate 
Dividend payout ratio (%) Rising from 28% to 59% 
Stage IV  
Sustainable payout ratio (%) 59 
Other assumptions � Current 
Risk free rate (%) 8.1 
Long-term growth (%) 8.1 
Equity risk premium (%) 6.0 
 

Figure 40 

Sensitivity to cost of equity and growth rate 

LT growth rate (%) Cost of equity (%) 

-1 ppt -0.5 ppt Base Case +0.5 ppt +1 pptComputed  
Sensex-7,607 13.1 13.6 14.1 14.6 15.1
-1 ppt (7.1)  (5.6) (9.1) (12.3) (15.3) (18.1)
-0.5 ppt (7.6)  1.0 (2.7) (6.2) (9.4) (12.4)
Base case (8.1)  7.6 3.7 0.0 (3.4) (6.6)
+0.5 ppt (8.6)  14.3 10.1 6.2 2.5 (0.9)
+1 ppt (9.1)  20.9 16.4 12.3 8.5 4.9
Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 

Bottom-up stress case valuation  
We also performed a stress test analysis for all thirty constituents of the 
Sensex, to arrive at a bottom-up �stress-case� target for the Sensex.  

The stress test was aimed at estimating the potential downside to share 
prices in conditions that were significantly more �stressful� for economic 
growth as well as capital markets. Our Scenario 1 was based on a decline of 
5% in FY08 revenue from our existing forecast. Scenario 2 is a 10% top-line 
decline. Both scenarios factor in appropriate Ebitda margin decline and firmer 
interest rates. 

For determining the stress-case valuation multiples applicable for each stock, 
the first consideration was to look at 5-year average valuations (PE, PB or 
EV/Ebitda as appropriate) and then five year average less one standard 
deviation for the valuation parameter during that period. In many cases, this 
could, however, not be applied due to the distortions in mean as well as 
standard deviation measures arising from the large variance in the valuation 
multiple during the past five years. Moreover, for many cyclicals, average 
valuations gloss over the large variations in valuation multiples across 
different points of the cycle.  

Our bottom-up stress-case value (based on 5% decline in FY08 revenues and 
five year average valuation multiples) for the Sensex is 8,350, or 20% lower 
than current levels. In a scenario of extreme risk aversion, where valuation 
multiples may fall to 1 standard deviation below the mean, the Sensex value 
would be 7,136 - 33% below current levels. 
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 Clearly, the probability of these stressful conditions remaining in place for a 
long period are low. Note that a considerable slowdown in economic growth in 
India and globally could be expected to lead to a softening in interest rates, 
which should lend support to a new growth cycle. Moreover, given the 
structural factors supporting India�s growth story and the domestic orientation 
of the economy, the CLSA Economics Team expects India to hold up well in an 
environment of slowing growth in 2007. We would thus consider a fall in the 
Sensex to these levels as a test of bedrock value.  

Figure 41 

Stress case target price for the Sensex  

Constituent Wt (%) Price (Rs) Stress test 
target price (Rs) 

% downside

Reliance Industries 12.4 1,073 690 35.7
Infosys 10.4 3,141 2,821 10.2
ICICI Bank 6.6 490 434 11.4
ITC 7.1 179 139 22.1
Larsen & Toubro 4.1 2,191 1,452 33.7
Bharti 3.6 364 298 18.2
Hindustan Lever 3.9 232 197 15.2
HDFC 3.9 1,159 954 17.7
ONGC 3.6 1,102 915 16.9
Satyam Computers 3.2 727 604 16.9
Tata Iron & Steel 3.4 537 363 32.4
Bajaj Auto 2.9 2,752 2,566 6.8
State Bank of India 2.7 755 699 7.5
HDFC Bank 2.9 787 685 13.0
Tata Motors Ltd 2.8 796 651 18.3
TCS 2.7 1,814 1,460 19.5
Reliance Comm Vent. 2.7 247 182 26.2
Bharat Heavy Electrical 2.5 1,947 1,410 27.6
Hindalco 2.3 177 153 13.5
NTPC 2.1 115 101 12.5
Grasim Industries 2.1 1,885 1,158 38.6
Wipro 2.1 500 408 18.4
Gujarat Ambuja 1.6 99 80 19.2
Cipla 1.5 210 210 0.1
Associated Cement 1.6 789 507 35.8
Ranbaxy 1.3 349 279 20.2
Hero Honda Motors Ltd 1.2 791 707 10.6
Dr. Reddy's 1.1 1,327 1,143 13.9
Maruti Udyog Ltd 1.0 786 671 14.6
Reliance Energy Ltd 0.7 454 392 13.7
Sensex 100.0 10,662 8,530 20.0
 

Figure 42 

Stress-case scenarios: 7-33% downside  

  Assumption Sensex Downside (%)
Current   10,662 
Scenario 1 Stress case 1 earnings/ BVPS * existing multiple 

for target price 
9,957 (6.6)

Scenario 2 Stress case 2 earnings/ BVPS * existing multiple 
for target price 

9,064 (15.0)

Scenario 3 Stress case 1 EPS/ BVPS * mean/ adj. multiple 8,530 (20.0)
Scenario 4 Stress case 1 EPS/ BVPS * mean/ adj. multiple 7,136 (33.1)
Scenario 5 Stress case 1 EPS/ BVPS * current FY08 

multiples  
8,752 (17.9)

Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 
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 Profiting in a risk averse world 
After nearly three years of easy gains, the Indian equity market appears to 
have entered a challenging phase. As investors react to signals on tightening 
liquidity and a slowdown in global economic growth, the Indian stock market, 
which rose primarily on the weight of large foreign inflows, could see further 
bouts of volatility. However, the domestic economy will continue to deliver 
superior growth, as structural factors driving consumption and investment 
play out. While India is unlikely to attract a disproportionately high share of 
emerging market inflows until global financial markets stabilise, long-term 
investors could find that following the sharp correction, some core plays on 
the India theme are near attractive entry points.  

Three core themes  
In our view, the longer-term growth story for India will remain solid, given its 
foundation on strong secular trends. The three pillars of growth will be 
outsourcing, consumption and investment, which still appear to be in the 
early stages of a cyclical upturn.  

Consumption: billion boomers story; agriculture a new engine  
Favourable demographics, rising income and globalisation should drive a 
sustained uptrend in consumption; the onset of long-pending reforms in the 
agricultural sector should also reduce the volatility in rural consumption, 
which has historically been very dependent on the success of the monsoon. 
The feed-through impact of the boom in the large cities is now increasingly 
visible in semi-urban India. As businesses, especially the manpower intense 
services exporters, seek out new locations for providing cost-effective goods 
and services, growth will become more broad-based.  

Feed through impact visible in Tier II towns.  
The rebound in the Indian economy, fuelled by changing consumption 
behaviour, the emergence of a big services outsourcing sector and the revival 
in manufacturing, is also having a feed-through impact into semi-urban and 
rural India. Some 61% of car manufacturer Maruti�s sales now come from 
beyond the top-10 cities, while 58% of ICICI Bank�s mortgage loan 
disbursements are in non-metro locations. Changing consumer behaviour, 
deregulation and outsourcing opportunities have driven rapid growth of 
sectors such as IT services, business process outsourcing (BPO), banking and 
other financial services, insurance, telecom and airlines. This is supported by 
a significant step-up in manpower employed by these sectors, as reflected in 
aggregate wages for the organised service sector (tracked by CMIE) rising by 
2.4x between FY99-05. The aggregate wage bill for services is now 1.2x that 
of the manufacturing sector (0.7x in FY99). 

Rural India seeing a surge in entrepreneurship; faster job growth 
The Fifth Economic Census 2005 indicates there is an uptrend in 
entrepreneurship in rural India, home to 70% of the country�s population. 
During 1998-2005, growth in the number of enterprises in rural areas, 
excluding those engaged in crop production and plantations, was 5.53%, or 
double the growth rates of 2.69% and 2.27% reported during 1980-90 and 
1990-98, respectively. During this period, annual job growth in rural 
enterprises was 3.33%, compared to 1.68% for urban enterprises. The 
survey also revealed that rural job growth had accelerated from 2.88% during 
1980-90 and 2.15% during 1990-98. For the non-farm sector as a whole ( a 
base of 99m workers), average annual growth in employment generation 
between 1998 and 2005 was 2.49%, or considerably higher than the 1.71% 
annual growth during 1990 to 1998.  
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 In the medium-term, the revitalisation of the agricultural sector and rural 
India will open up several new growth opportunities for Indian industry. An 
improving policy environment, realisation of higher prices, improving rural 
infrastructure and higher public and private investment are driving a 
turnaround in agricultural and rural growth (c.60% of India�s population is 
concentrated in rural areas and dependent on agriculture).  

Figure 43 

The process driving a turnaround in the agricultural sector 
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Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 

While those with an established footprint and agri-linkages will be the first to 
benefit, we see opportunities across the spectrum for new players. Fast-
moving consumer goods (FMCG), consumer durables, rural investment 
vehicles, agri-chemicals, rural credit vehicles, food processors and food 
retailers are all proxies to play the growth turnaround in Indian agriculture. 
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Figure 44 

An uptrend in rural consumption is visible  
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Outsourcing: Services gain critical mass; next stop - manufacturing  
The rapid growth of the service outsourcing industry has, without doubt, been 
a significant contributor to the consumption boom in urban India. While wage 
pressures are certainly visible, growth in services exports (already US$22bn 
and still growing at 57% in FY06) should remain strong given India�s 
competitive advantage in providing a large base of skilled manpower at costs 
that are still a fraction of those in developed economies. As companies gain 
critical mass (while the industry now employs over one million people, large 
IT services vendors have workforces in excess of 50,000) their ability to win 
large offshore deals will further improve, and provide new drivers for growth.  

Figure 45  Figure 46 

IT/BPO services � Target US$50bn  Auto component exports from India 
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India�s potential as a manufacturing base is best recognised by its emergence 
as a hub for manufacture of small cars for Asian manufacturers, such as 
Suzuki, Hyundai as well as western manufacturers such as Ford. Global 
engineering majors such as ABB and Siemens have also rapidly scaled-up 
their local operations and are positioning India to complement China in 
manufacturing products for global markets. While the presence of listed local 
subsidiaries allows investors to buy into this theme, the evolution of a home 
grown industry into a competitive force and pursuing global growth 
opportunities (Crompton Greaves acquired Belgian transformer maker 
Pauwels to become #7 in the global arena) does offer additional plays. 
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 Investment: play on capacity growth, step-up in infrastructure 
The upswing in the domestic capex cycle has already been reflected in a 
strong build-up in order books of equipment suppliers and contractors. While 
the upturn in corporate capex is a response to imminent capacity constraints 
(utilisation rates are 80-100% in most key manufacturing industries), the 
step-up in the level of investment in infrastructure appears likely to continue 
for the next few years.  

We see a stronger investment thrust from the government in key 
infrastructure sectors such as power, roads, ports and airports, in recognition 
that poor infrastructure could potentially derail the India growth story. In the 
power sector, capacity addition for the five-year period ending Mar-07 (the 
Xth Plan) should be 70% ahead of the preceding period, as strong state 
utilities such as NTPC have hastened projects for new capacity additions. With 
the improved policy environment following enactment of the Electricity Bill 
2003 starting to attract private sector players and the government playing a 
more supportive role (offering captive coal blocks for power plants and 
flagging off seven Ultra Mega Power Projects of 4,000 MW each), we see 
potential for our capacity addition estimates for the XIth Plan period (60% 
growth over the Xth Plan) being surpassed.  

Figure 47 

Power generation capacity  
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Where are the opportunities among large-caps?  
A number of large-cap stocks have fallen significantly more than the Sensex� 
decline of 15%. In fact, share prices of 36% of large cap stocks under our 
coverage are below levels corresponding to the Sensex at 8,000. The biggest 
fall among covered stocks has been in Arvind Mills, Polaris Software, HCL 
Infosystems, Corporation Bank, OBC, Ranbaxy and IL&FS, all of which are 
>40% off their 52 week highs.  

We have used two screens to identify large-caps where current share prices 
may be already discounting a �stress case�, or building in little expectations for 
future growth.  

Stress test analysis � Mixed results 
As discussed, we performed a stress test analysis on stocks in our large cap 
universe with the aim of estimating the likely share prices in conditions that 
were significantly more �stressful� for economic growth as well as capital 
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 markets. The major macro assumptions that served as the basis for the 
�stress-case� assumptions for individual companies were a 200bps rise in 
interest rates, a slowdown in GDP growth to c.6% and fall in global 
commodity prices. A stress-case valuation multiple, usually based on previous 
periods of stress, was determined for each stock and used to arrive at the 
12m stress target price.  

From our analysis, we find that at current prices, HPCL is trading 12% below 
its replacement costs and franchise value. Among others India�s leading 
pharmaceutical exporter; Cipla, two wheeler major; Bajaj Auto, India�s largest 
bank; SBI, leading food products manufacturer; Nestle and IT services 
leader; Infosys are closest to a stress-case based target price.  

Figure 48 

Stocks closest to our stress-case target price 

Company Price 
(Rs)

Curr 
target 
price 
(Rs)

Current 
FY08 

EPS/BVPS 
(Rs)

Stress 
case FY08 
EPS/BVPS 

(Rs) 

EPS/ 
BVPS 

chg (%) 

Stress 
case 

target 
price (Rs)

Downside
(%)

HPCL 234 300 291.8 274.5 (5.9) 261 (11.6)
Cipla 210 280 12.7 11.0 (13.6) 210 0.1 
Bajaj Auto 2,752 2,800 149.0 142.8 (4.1) 2,566 6.8 
SBI 755 916 910.0 873.6 (4.0) 699 7.5 
BPCL 341 400 327.3 285.9 (12.6) 314 7.9 
Nestle 1,030 1,300 50.2 45.7 (9.1) 946 8.2 
PNB 336 560 402.0 361.8 (10.0) 308 8.5 
Infosys 3,141 3,300 146.0 134.3 (8.0) 2,821 10.2 
Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 

On the other hand, for telecom majors VSNL and MTNL and commodity plays 
Grasim, ACC, Hindalco, Gujarat Ambuja and India�s leader in pharmaceutical 
generics Ranbaxy, the bedrock value at which a stress case would be fully 
factored in, appears to be 32-60% lower than the current share price. 

Figure 49 

Stress-case some 32-60% below current prices  
Company Price 

(Rs)
Curr 

target 
price 
(Rs)

Current 
FY08 

EPS/BVPS 
(Rs)

Stress 
case FY08 
EPS/BVPS 

(Rs) 

EPS/ 
BVPS 

chg (%) 

Stress 
case 

target 
price (Rs)

Downside 
(%)

VSNL 404 343 20.0 16.3 (18.5) 160 60.4 
MTNL 150 155 10.3 7.9 (23.2) 82 45.3 
Jet Airways 571 600 46.6 12.7 (72.8) 339 40.7 
Grasim 1,885 1,670 163.3 141.2 (13.5) 1,158 38.6 
ACC 789 850 49.4 40.4 (18.3) 507 35.8 
Reliance 1,073 945 69.7 41.0 (41.2) 690 35.7 
L&T 2,191 2,102 103.3 95.4 (7.7) 1,452 33.7 
Tata Steel 537 680 58.8 51.9 (11.7) 363 32.4 
Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets  

Value of future growth in price � banks come out tops 
In this analysis we calculated the zero-growth value for all the large cap 
stocks under CLSA coverage by discounting forecast FY07 EPS by the cost of 
equity for the stock and attributing a terminal value based on capitalisation of 
the FY07 EPS (since this would be constant for future, in a zero growth 
scenario) at the cost of equity. The residual between the share price and the 
zero growth value is the value of future growth embedded in the stock price. 
Clearly, a high value of future growth would suggest that investor 
expectations on growth remain high, implying higher downside potential in a 
scenario where the economic environment is more challenging.  
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 The detailed results are provided in Appendix 2. However, it is clear that 
banks, especially state-owned banks such as OBC, PNB, Canara Bank and 
Corporation Bank, have little growth expectations built into their share prices. 
In fact for most PSU banks the market seems to be sceptical of forecast FY07 
earnings being achieved and doubtful this level of earnings can be sustained. 
In the case of IOC too, the market appears to be expecting lower future 
earnings, which again appears somewhat pessimistic.  

Figure 50  Figure 51 
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On the other hand, for media leader Zee, consumer behemoth, HLL, electrical 
equipment manufacturer, ABB, pharma generics play, Colgate and 
engineering & construction leader, L&T growth expectations remain high. As 
such, any disappointment on earnings due to softening GDP growth or 
slippages in execution could trigger significant downside.  

Top buys play core themes and offer attractive entry points 
Our top BUYs, Bajaj Auto, HLL, ICICI Bank, BHEL and Infosys, are plays on 
the three pillars of the longer-term India growth story, ie, outsourcing, 
consumption and investment.  

Barring BHEL, the other top BUYs are currently trading within 15% of stress 
value.  For BHEL, we believe that superior earnings visibility (outstanding 
order book is 2.5x FY06 revenues) and a strong market position in a fast-
growing sector (even in the face of global competition) justify the premium 
valuation.   
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 Appendix 1:  
Wisdom or madness of crowds?  
(An extract from our 6 April, 2006 note by Vasudev Jagannath, Indian 
institutional sales.)   

Who�s driving the market - Is it really the FIIs? 
! FIIs have bought US$4bn worth of stock in India YTD in 2006. While this 

is a fact, do you think this is what has led to the huge rally this year? 

! The cash market inflows do not tell the whole story. If you look at the 
futures market, FIIs have simultaneously sold US$2.3bn worth of stock 
futures. Not for hedging but purely because arbitrage rates have become 
so attractive. 

! Consider this. In the futures roll over in the past month (March 06), 
stocks like Reliance Energy, Polaris and even SBI are yielding annualised 
returns of over 15%, which is risk free for arbitrageurs. 

! The fact the futures market is leading the cash market is clearly evident 
from the huge rise in the open interest from $2bn to $10.5bn in the last 
2yrs. 

Open interests have risen from US$2.5bn to US$10.5bn 
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! If FIIs led the market rally in 2005, it seems that retail buying, largely 
through the F&O market, has been the principal driver for the market rally 
so far in 2006.   

! As F&O positions can typically be taken with a 20-25% margin payment, 
leveraging potential is significant. For FIIs willing to deploy money for 
arbitrage, an annualised return of >15% in most single stock futures 
makes futures-cash arbitrage a very attractive option (the main source of 
FII buying in the cash market). This money, though, will move out when 
the spreads thin out.  

(Full note available on request)  
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 Appendix 2: Value of future growth  
Name  Price (Rs) Beta (x) COE (%) EPS FY06

(Rs)
EPS FY07

(Rs)
Adj. Zero 

growth 
price (Rs) 

Implied 
value of 

future 
growth

(Rs)

Value of 
future 

growth (% 
of current 

price) (%)
Autos            
Tata Motors  796 1.1 14.0 40.3 44.6 320 476 60
Maruti  786 1.3 15.0 43.3 52.5 350 435 55
Hero Honda  791 0.9 12.6 48.4 57.2 454 337 43
Bajaj Auto  2,752 0.9 13.1 111.1 130.9 997 1,755 64
M&M  628 1.0 13.6 26.2 28.9 213 415 66
Bharat Forge  313 1.0 13.3 9.4 11.5 87 226 72
Ashok Leyland  38 1.0 13.3 2.4 2.7 21 17 45
Banks/financials    
SBI  755 1.0 13.7 83.7 86.4 632 123 16
ICICI Bank  490 1.0 13.5 32.8 33.8 250 240 49
HDFC  1,159 0.9 12.9 49.9 62.0 480 679 59
HDFC Bank  787 0.9 12.7 27.8 35.4 279 508 65
PNB  336 1.1 14.0 45.6 54.5 389 (53) (16)
Canara Bank  206 1.2 14.4 32.8 34.9 242 (37) (18)
BoB  209 1.3 15.0 22.6 28.5 190 19 9
OBC  179 1.0 13.5 36.3 31.4 234 (55) (31)
Corp Bank  226 1.1 14.2 31.0 36.7 259 (34) (15)
UTI Bank  280 1.0 13.6 17.4 21.8 161 119 43
Cement    
Grasim  1,885 1.0 13.8 106.4 145.0 1,055 831 44
Gujarat Ambuja  99 0.9 13.0 5.5 7.1 54 45 45
ACC  789 0.9 13.0 21.8 43.7 336 453 57
Capital goods    
BHEL  1,947 1.0 13.4 65.3 93.0 696 1,251 64
L&T  2,191 1.1 14.0 63.7 80.3 573 1,618 74
ABB  2,439 1.0 13.5 58.0 85.4 631 1,808 74
Cummins  189 0.9 13.0 8.9 10.9 83 106 56
Consumer    
HLL  232 1.0 13.7 6.3 7.7 56 176 76
ITC  179 0.9 12.7 6.1 7.3 57 122 68
Nestle  1,030 0.6 11.3 33.9 42.1 372 658 64
Asian Paints  579 0.6 11.3 22.2 25.4 225 354 61
Tata Tea  759 1.0 13.4 49.5 51.2 383 376 50
Colgate  409 0.9 13.2 10.1 13.8 105 305 74
Metals    
Tata Steel  537 1.3 15.4 63.3 67.4 437 101 19
Hindalco  177 1.3 15.0 13.9 20.6 137 40 23
Nalco  223 1.3 15.1 23.3 30.3 200 23 10
Oil & gas    
ONGC  1,102 1.0 13.7 108.0 123.6 904 198 18
IOC  405 0.9 13.1 38.5 39.9 306 99 24
Gail  257 0.9 12.9 27.3 24.6 190 67 26
HPCL  234 1.0 13.3 12.0 14.9 112 121 52
BPCL  341 0.9 13.1 16.4 22.1 169 172 51
Castrol  168 0.8 12.1 12.7 14.3 118 49 29
Gujarat Gas  1,043 0.6 11.1 77.9 76.1 683 360 35
Petrochemicals    
Reliance  1,073 1.0 13.8 65.1 67.1 487 586 55
IPCL  256 1.1 14.0 38.7 25.9 185 71 28
Continued on the next page 
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 Appendix 2: Value of future growth (continued) 
Name  Price (Rs) Beta (x) COE (%) EPS FY06

(Rs)
EPS FY07

(Rs)
Adj. Zero 

growth 
price (Rs) 

Implied 
value of 

future 
growth

(Rs)

Value of 
future 

growth (% 
of current 

price) (%)
Pharmaceuticals    
Ranbaxy  349 1.1 14.1 8.6 14.3 101 248 71
Sun Pharma  757 0.8 12.1 27.7 34.9 289 468 62
Cipla  210 1.1 14.3 8.0 10.4 73 138 65
Dr. Reddy's  1,327 0.9 12.8 21.3 97.7 762 565 43
Glaxo Pharma  1,030 1.0 13.2 56.4 46.9 355 675 66
Biocon  354 0.7 11.9 17.4 18.0 151 202 57
Power    
NTPC  115 0.9 12.7 7.1 8.0 63 52 45
Reliance Energy  454 1.1 14.0 30.6 29.3 210 244 54
Tata Power  468 1.0 13.7 30.8 25.3 185 283 61
Software    
TCS  1,814 0.9 12.7 59.2 74.6 586 1,228 68
Wipro  500 1.0 13.4 14.5 19.3 144 356 71
Infosys  3,141 0.9 13.1 89.2 120.4 920 2,221 71
Satyam  727 1.0 13.5 30.3 37.8 280 448 62
HCL Tech  495 1.1 14.1 22.7 28.9 205 290 59
I-Flex  1,131 1.0 13.3 28.7 43.3 327 804 71
Mphasis-BFL  148 0.7 11.9 10.1 12.1 101 47 32
Polaris  74 1.4 15.8 3.7 8.5 54 20 27
Telecom    
Bharti  364 0.9 12.9 12.1 18.7 145 220 60
MTNL  150 1.0 13.7 10.5 10.0 73 77 51
VSNL  404 1.3 15.0 15.4 16.7 111 293 72
Media    
Zee Tele  251 0.9 13.2 5.3 6.8 51 200 80
BSE Sensex  10,662 1.0 13.5 527.6 638.1 4,726 5,936 56
Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 
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